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Abstract 
The aim of this study was to prove the ability of students’ comprehension in measuring 
their difficulties of reading comprehension in junior high school level. This study was 
conducted towards students’ difficulties related to types of questions of reading 
comprehension. After analyzing the data from the test, the researchers concluded that the 
study in MTs 1 Muhammadiyah Ciputat had problems in reading comprehension. There 
are five sorts of the categories as difficult questions in reading comprehension. They are 
primary thought, making induction, finding reference, vocabulary, and detail data. The 
results of study revealed that students’ difficulties in answering reading questions were in 
comprehending main idea of reading (38%), finding reference (52%), making inference 
(52%), vocabulary (79%), and detail information (77%). The researchers also measured the 
level of difficulty in reading comprehension to figure out the students’ ability in 
comprehending the English text. As a result, most of the students had difficulty in 
determining the main idea. 
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INTRODUCTION   

Achievement of English learning objectives need support from all components 

involved in the learning process in schools. These goals can be achieved by reading. The 

role of reading is important for the development of knowledge. Lots the reader doesn't get 

it the meaning or the data contained within the writings they reads.  

Farida Rahim (2007: 2) argued that reading is essentially something that involves 

many things, not only pronounce the writing, but also involve visual, mental, 

psycholinguistic, and metacognitive. As a process visually, reading is the process of 

translating written symbols (letters) to in spoken words. As a considering prepare, 

perusing action word acknowledgment, strict comprehension, elucidation, basic perusing, 

and inventive understanding. 

Perusing is one of the vital aptitudes that understudies must get it as a apprentice 

in learning English. Perusing moreover imperative for our life, since it is truly known that 

it is nothing without perusing. 
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The ability to read is one of the keys to progress students. In fact, there are still 

many students who don't enjoy what they are reading. Abdurahman (1996: 171) states 

that many children can read fluently a reading material but do not understand the 

reading content. Therefore, reading interest is reduced, because of lack of interest in 

reading. Based on these wonders exercises perusing ought to take after with an 

understanding of what is examined in words else there must be perusing comprehension. 

Based on the observation conducted by researcher at Mts 1 Muhammadiyah 

Ciputat the researcher found ability students to read textbooks in measure difficulties in 

reading text. There are several students not completely understand about meaning from 

the materials. can see from understudies issues in perusing, From understanding side and 

new words that make understudies difficult get it around the meaning. 

The critical things based on troublesome from understudies perusing 

comprehension have to be legitimately demonstrated. beginning from the test and 

information that have the legitimacy of understudies 'reading challenges comprehension, 

they can discover out of students' comprehension in perusing troubles. You'll see the 

advantage from the comes about to know understudies comprehension of each 

understudy to create it simpler for a instructor degree the challenges understudies in 

perusing comprehension. 

Students find it difficult to understand the content of reading in English due to 

low mastery of vocabulary so that the message contained what they read is very difficult 

to interpret. Also, several students only understand the meaning from the text even 

though there are some unfamiliar words they found.  We can know problems that 

happened in class that can watched and analyze ability from the students. 

In previous study, (Azhani: 2018) investigate Analysis Of Reading Comprehension 

Skills In Class IX at Madrasah Tsanawiyah Islamiyah Guppi  the population is from class IX  MTs 

Islamiyah Guppi. Collect the information to know understudies abilities in perusing 

comprehension at that point can surveyed with allow test to the understudies for answers 

the questions. The result based on understudies level aptitudes that are a few level to 

know different understudies abilities and instructor have to be grant inspiration too move 

forward the quality and capacities of understudies in perusing comprehension 

Based on the foundation over, at that point the author is pulled in to know 

troubles understudies capacity in perusing abilities in comprehension “Measuring 

Student’s challenges Perusing Comprehension in Lower Secondary Level”. Perusing 

could be a handle done and utilized by the peruser to get a knead that needs to submitted 
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by the creator through the media words / dialect. Perusing could be a handle that 

requests that a word bunch which may be a solidarity will be seen in a look on the off 

chance that the meaning of words isn't satisfied, at that point the express knead and 

implied will not be caught and the perusing handle isn't done well (Hodgson 1960: 43 – 

44) expressed that perusing can get information within the form of bound together words 

from the word solidarity will have a meaning that's appropriate to be perused, on the off 

chance that the meaning of the word isn't satisfied at that point the perusing handle isn't 

carried out properly. Concurring to Waterways (1981) perusing is the key movement in 

any dialect course, not as it were as a source of data and an pleasant movement, but too as 

a implies of uniting and expanding one’s which are information of the dialect. By 

perusing understudies not as it were get the data but too they will get more lexicon, more 

content they studied, they will acknowledge unused data. Grellet (2004:7) contends that 

perusing may be a nonstop handle of speculating, and what one brings to the taking after 

is regularly more critical than what one finds in it. In perusing, the understudies ought to 

be instructed to utilize what they know to get it unidentified components, whether these 

are thoughts or straightforward words. 

Nuttal (2000:2) states perusing as the aptitude to get it composed writings by 

extricating the specified data from them efficiently. Sometimes, the perusers got to 

perused a few times to urge the author implied. Lozar and Dolan (1979:10) say the peruser 

must found what the author has said and he must take after what the author implied. It 

implies the peruser must get it the content, since the content has message so the peruser 

know the author implied by perusing. So, the perusing isn't as it were recognizing the 

letter, words or sentences they studied. It is more than knowing the shape of sentences, it 

includes the peruser translation, understanding and getting meaning. 

From a few master over, able to take a conclusion that perusing is exchanging 

message from the author to the peruser by understanding the meaning in each sentence, it 

is additionally the method of speculating, extricating, and taking information. 

Sorts of Perusing There are two sorts of perusing there are seriously perusing and 

broad perusing. The seriously and broad perusing will be depicted as take after: a. 

Intensive perusing Intensive centered on content which take put in classroom. Nuttal 

(2000) says that he most reason of the seriously perusing course is to prepare understudies 

in perusing procedures. It implies seriously perusing centered in procedure in perusing 

which taught in classroom or formal way. Agreeing to Macleod (2011), seriously perusing 

exercises may incorporate examining the most thoughts and points of interest, 
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understanding the meaning of the content, making deductions, considering the arrange of 

data and its effect on data, and distinguishing words that interface one thought to 

another. And recognize words that show a alter from one part to another. Its cruel 

seriously perusing require points of interest understanding based on characteristics 

perusing comprehension.  

a. Extensive perusing  

Extensive perusing is restricting from seriously perusing. On the off chance that 

seriously perusing in formal way or classroom and broad reading do in exterior 

classroom and school. The peruser more often than not examined the books for 

occurrence perusing novel, magazine, newspaper, etc. Rechard Day in 1998 said 

that this sort is called as “Joyful Reading”. The seriously perusing can include the 

lexicon, get more information and data. Conjointly exhaust the information 

through they read. 

According to Nimmo (2008) that perusing comprehension is much comparable 

verbal communication includes the capacity to think basically around the author’s 

message so the trade of the thoughts and the building of the modern thoughts can 

proceed. In the interim, another supposition with respect to perusing comprehension, to 

be specific agreeing to (Mary Kay Linge, 2000:2) Perusing comprehension is the capacity 

to think words together into sentences and to recognize the thought that the creator is 

attempting to exchange in those sentences. 

Comprehension is an imperative thing in perusing, it may be a vital handle in 

perusing. Concurring to Barbara D Stood (1981) that without understanding what are 

being studied, it isn't truly perusing, since the victory of understudies perusing is 

assessed by their capacity in understanding the substance of the perusing text. 

Perusing comprehension can too be characterized as one sort perusing which 

points to get it the substance of the perusing (Sujanto in Nurhadi 2005: 222). Based on the 

over definitions, perusing comprehension can be concluded as a perusing action to get it 

the substance of the perusing comprehensive both express and inferred from the perusing 

text.  

Sumadoyo (2011: 10) states that perusing comprehension could be a prepare 

getting meaning effectively by including information and involvement possessed by the 

peruser and related with the content of the perusing. There are three the most things in 

perusing comprehension, namely: The knowledge and experience that you already have. 

1. Linking information and involvement with the content to be read.  
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2.The prepare of getting meaning effectively in understanding with that see owned.  

 

Based on the expressed definition, it can be concluded that perusing comprehension could 

be a perusing movement carried out by a individual as a entire. perusing comprehension 

is done by interfacing the introductory information that's possessed and the modern 

information get whereas perusing. so that the understanding handle is maximized. 

perusing lessons, the understudies have great skills in perusing. Great perusing aptitudes 

incorporate:  

1. The capacity to supply communicative responses to words and the arrange of sentences 

watched within the perusing text. 

2. Ability to supply interpretive reactions to things put away within the perusing text  

3. Ability to supply evaluative, inventive reactions to whole reading (Oka, 1983:67). 

From the over conclusion, in the event that you need to have a great 

understanding, you would like to perused habitually. by perusing regularly will have 

way better perusing capacity. perusing comprehension capacity is understanding 

perusing both express and inferred by getting data from perusing including information 

and experience. 

Perusing Comprehension Challenges Inconvenience is something that complicated 

to do (Richard 2007, as cited in Wahab 2012). it'll be seen in understudies learning 

understudies. The truth, numerous lower auxiliary level understudies find challenges in 

scrutinizing comprehension.The inconveniences result down and out execution from 

examining test, connecting understudies thingking. There are components impact by 

understudies jumped in outside and inner. Inner related brain research and mental. Since 

each understudies has distinctive in their internal. 

Perusing Comprehension Perspective  

According to Nuttal (1982), there are five points examining understanding which 

the understudies got to comprehend a substance well, such as choosing essential 

idea,locating reference, making conclusion, detail information, and understanding 

vocabulary. These points of view are regards as inconveniences that the understudies 

involvement in get it the content. 

a. Determine primary thought. He most thought is to tell perusers roughly makers 

see subject. Concurring to Longan (2002) says thought might be The essential get 

it a area or brief assurance. The foremost thought Ordinarily found in a sentence, 

it is commonly the primary sentence but it can be inside the center or inside the 
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ultimate sentence (Vener,2002). Therefore, will make understudies confounded to 

urge the point from understudies studied to see what main thought of entry is, 

where primary thought found.  

b. Locating reference  

is forerunner of a pronoun. The predecessor may be a word or state to which a 

pronoun alludes (Sharpe, 2005). In reference, understudies must get it the 

pronouns are utilized in content. In particular, plural, place, people, circumstance 

are as a rule in text. 

c.  Understanding vocabulary  

Students frequently not get it entirety lexicon whereas they examined. They will 

discover modern lexicon whereas they are perusing. The peruser regularly 

perused following sentence to figure the meaning from the setting. Setting makes a 

distinction understudies making a common desire nearly the meaning (Sharpe, 

2005). From clarification over, the understudies require comprehension in get it 

the sentence and section. they don't require for see word in word reference and 

ceasing their perusing. It can be happened since understudies have require of 

vocabulary 

d. Making inference 

Making deduction comparative with make conclusion in a content or passage.the 

perusers require get it content to induce conclusion. Perusers require hone 

combining content from foundation information in create inference. From this 

articulations able to know deduction come out from combining clue, supportive 

understudies to form conclusion. Particularly to reply address related to 

induction. The address are related to inference: 

 “From the entry ready to conclude that …”  

“It can be induced from the passage…”  

“What the meaning of the articulation above?”  

e.  Detailing information  

This viewpoint ordinarily comes in address or perusing test. This angle to check 

understudies get it whether they get it or not. Here a few address almost detail 

information. “According to the passage, who were fighting for the discourse inside 

the forest?” “All of the taking after are the veritable but …” “A person, date, or put 

is …” 
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Validity  

Ihsan (2015) validity is the degree of consistency between the data that occurs on 

the object of research and the style reported by the researcher. Valid data is data that is 

not different from the object of research. if the research is not in accordance with the 

object, the data can be declared invalid. 

According to Sugiyono (2016: 168), "The results of the study are valid if there are 

similarities between the data that actually occurs on object under study. A valid 

instrument means a measuring instrument used to get data (measure) it is valid. Valid 

means the instrument can be utilized to degree what which should be measured”. 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Research Design 

 The strategy this inquire about utilize quantitative ask almost. Creswell (2014:32) 

says quantitative inquire about could be a strategy for testing objective speculations by 

looking at the relationship among factors. These factors, in turn, can be measured, 

ordinarily on rebellious, so that numbered information can be analyzed utilizing factual 

strategies. 

Research Site and Participants 

 This study was conducted at Mts 1 Muhammadiyah which is located in Ciputat, 

Tangerang Selatan. The time require for this think about is for a month with two 

gatherings each week. The analyst took one course, it is lesson 82, sum of these tests are 

29. The entire tests are 29 understudies in Lower auxiliary level Mts. 

Data Collection 

 From this research, the researcher used two methods to collect the data, they are: 

1. Test 

Test is questions sequence or exercise and other tools that used to measure the skill, 

intelligence, knowledge, ability or talent that own by individual or group (Arikunto 1998: 

139). 

The author gives perusing test to the understudies in person work. The test comprise of 

fifty questions numerous choice. The author utilized five angle perusing comprehension 

in those questions, they are deciding fundamental thought. Questionnaire. 

Spreading overview to the understudies was a way to encourage more concrete data 

students’ components inconvenience in examining comprehension. Study was one of the 

ways to know the calculate challenges gone up against by understudies in examining 
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comprehension. In this case, the shape of study was closed with the elective answer that 

would be chosen by the understudies. 

Data Analysis  

 In analyzing the data, the researcher used statistic descriptive data analysis. 

Descriptive statistics are mathematical techniques for organizing and summarizing a set 

of numerical data (Gall, 2003:131). In analyzing the data, researcher follows the steps 

bellow: 

1. The analysis of the Test 

The strategy of data examination is as taking after. To begin with, the analyst calculated 

the result of the students’ test by utilizing the scale that utilized by Arikunto(1989): 

S =R/N x 100% 

P = B/JS 

Esteem : 

Interval Classification 

0.00 – 0.30 Difficult 

0.3 – 0.70 Fair 

0.71 – 1.00 Easy 

Interval Classification 

0– 30 Easy 

30 – 70 Fair 

71 – 100 

At that point, to find which address sorts were troublesome for understudies, the 

examiner apportioned the address things based on its sort. At long final, the investigator 

as well utilized the measur each address sorts. It utilized the taking after condition as 

Sudijino (2001: 40) suggested: 

P = F/N x 100)% 

A = Σp/N 

2. The analysis of questionnaire 

Survey was one of supporting strategies the examiner pointed to recognize students’ 

acumen, conclusion, issue, and their capacity in examining comprehension. In this case, 

the shape of study was closed with the elective answer that would be chosen by the 

understudies. Understudies chose because it were the finest answer which are sensible to 

themselves. Study contained 8 questions that ought to be responded precisely by the 
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understudies. To analyze the survey, the investigator utilized the taking after condition as 

Sudjono (2001: 43): 

P = F/N x 100% 

 

RESULT OF RESEARCH 

The firstly test was giving understudies numerous choices related with 

understudies materials and based on the stages author faded to inquire about. The final 

test was giving survey to find out the causes of understudy challenges in understanding 

the scrutinizing. both of the medicines given utilizing google shape stage. The author took 

29 understudies in lower auxiliary level Mts 1 Muhammadiyah Tangerang Selatan. The 

tests comprised 30 of understudies at one class of 8.2 the author held by allow products 

choices and questionnaire.at one lesson 8th review understudies of Mts 1 Muhammadiyah 

Tangerang Selatan. The whole are 29 participants. The taking after table show more detail 

about class of 8.2  

No Correct 

answer 

Frequency Score 

1. 10 1 100 

2. 8 6 80 

3. 6 5 60 

4. 7 4 70 

5.  5 8 50 

6. 4 4 40 

7.  2 1 20 

 Mean 

score 

 60 

 

Based on table over, it shows up that the moment review understudies of Mts 

Muhammadiyah Ciputat may not replying accurately. As it were 1 of 29 understudies 

ccurately from the complete of 10 questions. In expansion, the cruel score 60. In this way, it 

related to the understudies challenges in replying comprehension test. It appears 

understudies cannot fulfill the slightest criteria of completeness (KKM) score of English 

subject. The least criteria of completeness (KKM) is 73 and most noteworthy understudies 

score 100. Can tell understudies can accomplish KKM : six of understudies got 80. Based on 
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clarification over understudies in perusing comprehension abilities still lower. From the 

calculation record inconvenience questions, I found there are 2 simple address that's number 

4 and 5. The final 8 address Thing categories are medium. file troublesome from most 

effortless address is 0,9 at that point number troublesome reasonable are 7 and 8 which is 

record 0,43. To discover of questions thing are troublesome for understudies. The questions 

separate to be fundamental thought finding induction, making deduction, lexicon, and 

detail data address will clarified on this underneath. 

1. The students’ Difficulty in Answering Main Idea Questions 

The writer made two questions for finding main idea of the text. The question things for 

getting the most thoug number 1 and 8 

 

 

 

 

The result spoken to 

that 10 

understudies (33%) replied address number 1 correctly. It is appear categories troublesome 

reasonable. In addition, it is 13 of the understudies (43%) replied address number 8 

accurately it suggests too categories reasonable. There are two reasonable categories based 

on the calculation of rate of troublesome. I found 38 % from two things calculation rate. it 

suggests that the address categories troublesome for understudies in replying fundamental 

thought. 2. The Students’ Trouble in Replying Finding Reference Questions for finding 

reference there are two questions number 2 and 7, for detail at taking after table below. 

No   

 

Questions 

item 

number 

 

 

The 

number 

correct 

answer 

 

Percentage 

of difficult 

per 

question 

item (%) 

 

The 

percentage 

of reading 

for 

locating 

reference 

No  

 

Questions 

item number 

 

 

The 

number 

correct 

answer 

 

Percentage 

of difficult 

per 

question 

item (%) 

 

The 

percentage 

of reading 

for 

main idea 

difficulty 

1 1 10 33% 38% 

2 8 13 43%  
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difficulty 

1 2 11 37%  

2 10 20 67% 52,00% 

 

 The result that spoken to that 11 of the understudies (37%) replied address accurately 

for number 2. It appears categories troublesome reasonable. Otherwise, result that 20 of the 

understudies (67%) answered address accurately for number 10.it infers appear categories 

troublesome reasonable. There are two categories thing troublesome reasonable thing 

address are number 2 and 10. The calculation rate students have 52,00% for finding reference 

of two number things. It can be concluded that the address are troublesome reasonable for 

understudies replying finding reference.  

2. The Students’ Trouble in Replying Making deduction Questions There are two address 

number 3 and 7 for finding making deduction on content. Making deduction it appears 

meaning or reason from content done to perused. For detail clarification almost degree 

making induction trouble, will taking after the table below. 

No   

 

Questions 

item 

number 

 

 

The 

number 

correct 

answer 

 

Percentage 

of difficult 

per 

question 

item (%) 

 

The 

percentage 

of reading 

for 

making 

inference 

difficulty 

1 3 18 60%  

2 7 13 43% 52% 

The overcome spoken to that 18 of the understudies 60%. It implies answered address 

accurately for number 3 and appears troublesome reasonable categories. Hence, appears 13 

of the understudies 43%, it implies replied address accurately for number 13 and appears 

troublesome reasonable categories. There are two categories thing and combine the 

calculating two things categories for number 3 and 7 have 52% calculating rate for making 

induction. It can be concluded that the address are troublesome reasonable in replying 

making deduction question. 2. The Students’ Trouble in Replying Lexicon Questions There 
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are two questions thing inquiring the understudies to discover out implies for comparable 

words can changes words displayed within the entry. For calculating of rate of trouble for 

understanding lexicon questions. The overcome spoken to taking after table underneath. 

No   

 

Questions 

item 

number 

 

 

The 

number 

correct 

answer 

 

Percentage 

of difficult 

per 

question 

item (%) 

 

The 

percentage 

of reading 

for 

vocabulary 

difficulty 

1 4 26 87%  

2 9 21 70% 79% 

 

 The result appears for all of 26 understudies 87%, it implies accurately replying 

address number 4. The calculation of rate trouble simple categories. Hence, result for all of 

21 understudies 70% it implies accurately replying address number 9. The calculation of rate 

trouble simple categories. There are two categories combine have 79% calculating rate for 

lexicon. It can be conclude that the address are troublesome simple in replying lexicon 

address . Understudies don't have a part of troubles in replying lexicon questions. 2. The 

Students’ Trouble in Replying Detail Data Questions For detail data, there are two questions 

number 5 and 6. Detail data tells inform in detail the information contained within the 

content. The result given taking after in table below.  

 

No  

 

Questions 

item 

number 

 

 

The 

number 

correct 

answer 

 

Percentage 

of difficult 

per 

question 

item (%) 

 

The 

percentage 

of reading 

for 

detail 

information 

difficulty 

1 5 27 90%  

2 6 19 63% 77% 
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 The result it shows up all of 27 understudies 90%, it infers precisely answered 

address number 5. In this way, the result all of 19 understudies 63%, it infers precisely 

answered address number 6. The calculation of rate troublesome basic categories. There are 

two thing categories, it is number 5 and 6 with each calculation of rate. it combined have 77 

% for two things rate.  

It can be concluded that address are troublesome basic categories in answering detail 

information questions understudies don't have a designate of challenges in replying detail 

data questions. In a aggregate of movement of the rate of troublesome thing in scrutinizing 

comprehension substance questions, the examine presents the rate of the troublesome things 

inside the taking after chart underneath. Chart of the rate challenges examining 

comprehension substance address categories.                 

 

Based on rate troublesome things chart over, the author summarizes two things categories 

troublesome address with the rate thing over 38%. Those, address are perusing for 

fundamental thought, finding refrence, and making deduction as a troublesome 

reasonable address. In the mean time, categories troublesome questions with the rate 

thing over 77%. Those address are lexicon and detail data as a troublesome simple 

question. 

The Results of Questionnaire 

The questionaore is one of data collection methodology. to discover out the causes of 

understudy troubles in understanding the perusing. By understudies in scrutinizing 

comprehension at the moment review of Mts 1 Muhammadiyah Ciputat. strategy of 

giving overview firstly make the questinaire appropriate with measured in perusing 
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comprehension based thing categories are primary thought, finding reference, making 

deduction, lexicon, and detail data. At that point, investigate give 1 day understudies to 

replied. The author guided how reply the address and recommended to select reply with 

understudies opinion.i analyzing the data. The creator utilized recurrence dissemination 

equation. As notices in already chapter. The table clarify below. 

 

Options  Frequency  Percentage  

Always  4 16,6% 

Often   11 45,8% 

Seldom  5 20,8% 

Never  4 16,6% 

 24 100% 

 

 The table clarify that 4 of understudies (16,6%) and 11 of understudies (45,8%) 

replied questions “always” and “often”. It suggests it is troublesome for understudies in 

understading in perusing content. In the interim, 5 of understudies (20,8%) and 4 of 

understudies (16,6%) replied questions “seldom” and “never”. It implies it is simple for 

understudies in understanding scrutinizing substance. It can be conclude that the 

understudies have troublesome in perusing content comprehension can see from the 

calculation most noteworthy rate. 

Options  Frequency  Percentage  

Always  0 0% 

Often  9 37,5% 

Seldom  9 37,5% 

Never  6 25% 

 24 100% 

 

 The table clarify that 9 of understudies (37,5%) replied questions “often”. It 

suggests it is troublesome for understudies in understanding examining content. In the 

interim, 9 of understudies (37,5%) and 6 of understudies (25%) replied questions 

“seldom” and “never”. It infers it is simple for understudies in understanding perusing 
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content. There's no select “always” in thing categories. It can be concluded that the 

understudies have troublesome simple in perusing content comprehension can see from 

the calculation most noteworthy rate. 

Options  Frequency  Percentage  

Always  1 4,16% 

Often  10 41,6% 

Seldom  10 41,6% 

Never  3 12,5% 

 24 100% 

 

The table clarify that 1 of understudy (4,16%) and 10 of understudies (41,6%) answered 

questions “always” and “often”. It gathers it is troublesome for understudies in 

understanding in examining substance. Within the between times, 10 of understudies 

(41,6%) and 3 of understudies (12,5%) answered questions “seldom” and “never”. It 

suggests it is basic in understanding scrutinizing substance. It can be conclude that the 

understudies have troublesome straightforward in scrutinizing substance comprehension 

can see from the calculation most essential rate. 

Options  Frequency  Percentage  

Always  3 12,5% 

Often  5 20,8% 

Seldom  10 41,6% 

Never  6 25% 

 24 100% 

  

 The table clarify that 3 of understudies (12,5%) and 5 of understudies (20,8%) 

replied questions “always” and “often”. It implies it is troublesome for understudies in 

understanding in perusing content. In the mean time, 10 of understudies (41,6%) and 6 of 

understudies (25%) replied questions “seldom” and “never”. It implies it is simple for 

understudies in understanding perusing content. It can be conclude that the understudies 

have troublesome simple in perusing content comprehension can see from the calculation 
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most elevated percentage. Table 4.12 Understudies understanding almost finding 

inference. 

 

Options Frequency  Percentage  

Always  4 16,6% 

Often  11 45,8% 

Seldom  6 25% 

Never  3 12,5% 

 24 100% 

 

 The table clarify that 4 of understudies (16,6%) and 11 of understudies (45,8%) 

replied questions “always” and “often”. It implies it is troublesome for understudies in 

understading in perusing content. In the interim, 6 of understudies (25%) and 3 of 

understudies (12,5%) replied questions “seldom” and “never”. It implies it is simple for 

understudies in understanding perusing content. It can be conclude that the understudies 

have troublesome in perusing content comprehension can see from the calculation most 

elevated percentage. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATION  

Conclusion 

 In the already the chapter the examiner had communicated that the reason of this 

explore was to find out the inconveniences by the moment review understudies of Mts 1 

Muhammadiyah Ciputat in scrutinizing comprehension. The ponders troublesome were 

included with to the address sorts of perusing thourough comprehension. After analyzing 

the data from the test. The creator concluded understudies in Mts 1 Muhammadiyah 

Ciputat have challenges in examining comprehension. From five sorts of them categories 

as troublesome address in examining comprehension. The troubles understudies was 

replying are primary thought is the foremost troublesome in perusing comprehension 

(38%), finding reference (52%), making inference (52%), vocabulary (79%), detail 

information (77%). As the result, understudies had trouble in accomplishing the standard 

review for perusing comprehension content. his may be seen from the brutal score of the 

understudies (60) for examining comprehension test  

This think approximately as well give degree to know understudies in perusing 

comprehension English content abilities with these address. To know understudies need 
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in decide primary thought and finding deduction in perusing comprehension English 

text. 

suggestion 

 

From the conclusion over, the creator tries to defines a few proposal for the teaches 

and the moment review in Mts 1 Muhammadiyah Ciputat. Which can be useful for them 

in perusing comprehension. For the understudies they ought to more hone to analyze 

content in perusing and get it around meaning from English don’t have to be know 

meaning from all the lexicon but understudies can get it core in English content. That will 

offer assistance understudies to get it the most thought effectively. Moreover, 

understudies can learning more to know fundamental linguistic to form simple in decide 

finding reference. 

 More over,the educator can give an curiously materials or have a few of materials 

that can make understudies hone in perusing. To form understudies practice in analyze a 

English content. Such as giving understudies with genuine materials. it is suggested that 

educates got to apply distinctive direction strategies perusing in fulfill prevalent 

scrutinizing comprehension. The educates got to teach their understudy distinctive kind 

of examining comprehension questions make these questions more comprehensible and 

caught on by the students
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